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- **UA Study Changes Several Beliefs About the Immune System in Aging Adults** (Janko Nikolich-Zugich, MD, PhD, chairman of the UA Department of Immunobiology, co-director of the University of Arizona Center on Aging; Elizabeth Bowman, professor in Medical Research at the UA College of Medicine - Tucson, and a member of the UA BIO5 Institute)

- **Google Glass augments surgeries at UAMC** (Surgeons at University of Arizona Medical Center)

- **UA Researchers: Brain Images to Understand Dementia, Alzheimer’s** (Researchers Lee Ryan and Gene Alexander in the UA Department of Psychology)

- **Communication Between Cells Weakens with Age, Scientist Says** (Carol Barnes, UA Regents' Professor of Psychology at UA)

- **Future Therapies May Prevent, Halt Alzheimer’s** (Dr. Steven Rapcsak, professor in the UA Department of Neurology)

- **Stigma Keeps African Americans from Mental Care, Expert Says** (Psychologist Patricia Harrison-Monroe, chief of behavioral health services for the UA Medical Center)

- **New evidence on how weight, diet and exercise can help reduce cancer risk** (Cynthia Thomson, a UA professor of public health)